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Che Guevara SDS Forum Topic
"Che Guevara - - Iteolutionary" will be the subject of a benefit
forum sponsored by Students for a Democratic Society toinorrow
(Dec. 14) at 7 p.m. in Morris Daily Auditorium.
Proceeds from a collection taken at the forum will go towards the
legal defense of Huey Newton, member of the militant Black Panther party, recently involved in a shooting incident with Oakland
police.
John Gerassi, professor at San Francisco State who was involved
in the disturbances last week, will speak about Guerars. Gerassi is
Vol. 55
the editor of "The Collected Works of Che Cuevara" and "The Great
Fear in Latin America."
Also appearing in the forum will be Saul Landau, producer and
director of the "Report on Cuba" which was recently shown on National Educational Television.
Two campus faculty members, James O’Connor, assistant professor
of economics and David Eakins: assistant professor of history, will
also appear. O’Connor will moderate the event and Eakins will read
Fidel Custro’s speech on Guevara’s death.
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SFS Faculty Endorses
Possible Strike Action

Classic Films Tomorrow
Students for Excellence in Education will present three classic films
tomorrow in JC 141.
The three films include a color-animated version of George Orwelrs
Animal Farm and two short films starring W. C. Fields and Laurel
and Hardy.
The films will be shown at three separate times: at 1 p.m., 3:30
p.m. and 830 p.m. A(IIIIiSSiOrl is 50c.

Oakland Protest in Making
Members of many strident peace groups will combine to discuss
tactics and purposes of a demonstration to be held at the Oakland
Induction Center Dec. 18.
The discussion will be part of a forum, sponsored by the Student
Peace Union, which will be held today at 12:30 in Engineering 132.
Those on the panel will be Steve Durst, of the Civil Action Day
Committee, }aniline Dudley of the Student Peace Union, David Harris,
former student body president of Stanford University and now a member of the Resistance, and Judy Musick representing Returned Peace
Corps Volunteers.

’Mistletoe Mania’ at Co-Rec
Tomorrow night’s Co-Rec, "Mistleoe Mania," will feature a popcorn-stringing contest as its special event. The band, "Dopler Effect,"
will provide dancing in addition to ping pang, badminton, and basketball activities. Co-Rev begins at 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. and requires an
SJS student body card fur admission,

Christmas Services Planned
A special Christmas "Service of Lessons and Carols" will be held
tonight at 7:30 in the Chapel of Reconciliation, 300 So. 10th St.
The program, sponsored by the Christian Ecumenical Council, will
have members of the student body and faculty participating in the
service. Several campus ministries will be represented. This is the
fourth year the services have been held.

SJS Lights Christmas Tree
Christmas will officially begin at SJS this afternoon at 5 when the
sixth annual Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony is held in front of
the Engineering Building.
The event is sponsored by the Associated Women’s Students and
Tau Beta Pi, engineering honorary society,
The tree and decorations are being provided by William DeBord,
engineering technician, and Tau Beta Pi.

Sandberg Addresses PR Group
Robert A. Sandberg of Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Company
will address public relations students and professionals tonight at the
third annual Pi Alpha Nu (PAN)
Public Relations Society of
America (PRSA) Christmas Banquet in Palo Alto.
A professional in both the academic and professional realms. Sandberg has authored two college texts and instructed at the University
of Illinois. He is also on the national Accreditation Board of PRSA
and active in its Bay Area Chapter.

Peace and Freedom Meeting
The Peace and Freedom Party will meet tonight at 8 p.m. at
Moulder Hall, 385 S. 10th to discuss a platform to be presented at
the February state convention in San Francisco.
The meeting, according to Dr. Martin Primack, faculty co-ordinator
of the party, will also discuss the organization of the last two weeks
of the registration drive.
All registered party members and interested persons are invited to
attend.

’Karen’s Baby’ Tonight
"Karen’s Baby," an original play by graduate drama student Eddy
EmanuEl, continues tonight at 8:15 in the Studio Theater. Leroy Julien, graduate drama student, is the director.
The play is a story of the financial pressures placed upon a young
couple when the wife becomes pregnant.
Tickets are still available for tonight’s performance at the College
Theater Box Office. Admission is $1.50 for the general public and 75
cents for students.
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TOY CARS MADE FOR TOTS
TOYS FOR TOTS
A major project of Epsilon Pi Tau, industrial
arts honorary fraternity, was helping the TOYS FOR TOTS
Christmas program for needy children. Members designed and
constructed 200 wooden cars for distribution in the Bay Area.
Pictured above are Dave Penn, John Connolly, president, and
Cap Poore.

By GAIL KNIGHT and DON COX lege trustees as a result of last
Wednesday’s rioting at the colSpartan Daily Staff Writers
lege.
SAN FRANCISCO The San
Two of the resolutions provided
Francisco State (SFS) faculty for mandatory dismissal of faculty
called for SJS support of a possible members and students engaged in
American Federation of Teachers
campus violence or the threat
(AFT) sponsored strike within the of violence. Another said the city
next 60 days.
police rather than the college
The SFS AFT chapter (local president would decide when uni1352), at an emergency meeting formed officers would be called to
here last night, formed a strike quell campus disturbances.
committee and supported an
At a meeting yesterday afterAFST faculty resolution calling
noon, the SFS faculty voted down
for "corrective action, including a
a resolution to call for an immestrike if necessary, to secure hear- diate strike. An AFT resolution
ings before the legislature and
further agreed to sanction a strike
the people of California."
If the four demands were not met
The faculty resolution also call- by the trustees.
ed on "faculty of our sister colThe demands include revocation
leges to stand with us during the
crisis in defense of our profession- of all decisions of the trustees at
Saturday’s special meeting, an
al integrity."
apology to college President John
Dr. John Calm, president of the
SJS chapter of AFT, called an Summerskill and the faculty for
held up to public ridicule
emergency meeting "to discuss the being
by the resolutions and a meeting
SFS resolution and offer our supbetween the faculty and trustees
port." The meeting will be held
to discuss the resolution.
today at 4 p.m. in ED 100.
Dr. Peter Radcliff, president of
The executive board of SFS AFT
the SFS AFT chapter sent televoted unanimously Monday night
grams to Gov. Ronald Reagan, Suto recommend a strike in protest
perintendent of Public Instruction
of resolutions passed by state colMax Rafferty and State College
Chancellor Glenn Dtunke Monday,
calling for a special meeting today
between the SFS faculty and the
trustees. Rafferty and Dumke answered Radcliff yesterday saying
they could not arrange a meeting
"that soon," but arrangements
would be made for a meeting
"sometime In the future."
Dr. Radcliff said, "We will form
ember 9, 1967, regarding the enforcement of order on state college a strike committee to work on a
campuses so as to restore to the general faculty strike, if our depresident of each college substant- mands are not met. This will not
ial discretion in dealing with dis- be an AFT strike, but one of the
faculty."
turbances on that campus."

Instruction in Academic Freedom
Ordered for SJS Professors
By JOHN WALLAK
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Academic Council, by a 15 to 13
vote Monday, passed an amended
resolution that directs each department to lecture its faculty
members on the bounds of academic freedom.
Thirteen Council members abstained from voting and nine were
absent.
Council struck from the resolution a portion describing some
faculty behavior during recent
anti-war demonstrations as "unethical, inappropriate and contrary to the principles of academic
freedom,"
The resolution as passed states
In part:
"San Jose State College calls
upon each department to hold at
least one session on the nature
and signficance of academic freedom in order to insure that no
member of the faculty is unaware
of the role and Intent of this principle, and further
"Each department is charged
with the responsibility and obligation to reprimand or place diciplinary charges against members of its
staff who thereafter persist in
abusing academic freedom and

jeopardizing the rights of all faculty."
The resolution stems from a prevailing sentiment in the Council
that if the college makes no move
in this direction, outside legislative
and civic forces will levy sanctions
against the college and higher education in general.
Melvin H. Miller, council member and professor of law enforcement and administration, in support of the resolution declared:
"Unless we do something to clean
our own house, we are going to
have others in here doing it for
us."
In other business, the council
passed a resolution criticizing action taken by the Board of
Trustees at its emergency session
on Saturday. The Board’s new policy makes suspension or expulsion
mandatory for any student who
disrupts the campus through violence or threats of violence.
This new policy is of such a nature that by law the Board of
Trustees must hold an open hearing within 120 days before the policy becomes part of Title 5 of the
State Education Code.
The resolution further requests
the Board of Trustees to:
"...modify its resolution of Dec-

Lee Charges Trustees
Made Hasty Decision
By PAUL COHUNE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
ASH Pres. Vic Lee, yesterday
charged that the California State
College Board of Trustees’ rulings
against student violence were
"hastily prepared, and even more
hastily passed."
Under the new ruling, students
and faculty members held responsible for disrupting a state college
campus through violence or threat
of violence, will be automatically
suspended or expelled from school.
Lee, representing the California
State College Student President
Association (C8CSPA) attended
the emergency session Saturday in
Los Angeles.
"This resolution leaves very

Dr. Leo McClatchy, president of
SFS Academic Council was in Los
Angeles last night at a meeting of
the state-wide Academic Senate
requesting its support for a strike.
Last night’s AFT action followed
an afternoon protest of the trustees’ resolutions by SFS students,
About 100 students marched Into the college administration building and held a quiet sit-in.

City College
BSU Group
Airs Demands
The Black Student Union (BSU)
of San Jose City College (SJCC)
has issued six demands which must
be met to avoid "serious reprecussions" on that campus.
Van Phillips, president of SJCC’s
faculty senate, called a special panel discussion yesterday afternoon
to hear BSU complaints. Two BSU
members and two white students
comprised the panel.
BSU representatives demanded
establishment of a black press on
campus supported by ASB funds,
office space for BSU and the Mexican-American group "Los Amigos,"
reinstatement of the scholar-inresident program with more Negro
speakers, and more prominent
placement of the Negro Heritage
section in the SJCC library.
They also demanded that two
semester courses in Negro history,
literature and culture be offered
no later than Fall of 1968. Finally,
they want five Negroes and five
Mexican-Americans enrolled in local union night extension courses
at SJCC by Jan. 2, 1968.
Representing BSU were SJCC
chapter executive council members Bill Calhoun and Charles
Murray. Danny Keen and Jim
Broady, who are co-editor and
managing editor of the SJCC
Times completed the panel. BSU
has been charging the Times with
"racism" during much of the current semester.

little If any discretionary power
to the president of the college,"
Lee commented. "I resent this
resolution very strongly, it seems
to do away or make less significant
the right of due process and the
fair and objective hearing for
violators of all college rules.
"This blanket resolution does
not take into account extenuating
circumstances which may arise
from violations," he said.
The Board decided to defer for
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, Calif.
60 days any decision on the disYoung Repubmissal of San Francisco State Col- (AP) California
licans have decided to hold their
lege Pres. John Sununerskill.
"It was a pure and simple po- state convention at Lake Tahoe
litical maneuver aimed at pacify- instead of aboard the ocean 111).
ing the general public," Lee ex- er Queen Mary docked at Long
Beach, Calif.
claimed.

State YR’s Pick
Tahoe Confab Site

Problem: Few Alternatives to Student Government

EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the third of a throepart series investigating the problems caused
by a gap between students and student government: Yesterday’s article focused on the weak
representation system in student govarnmant.

By CHARLES PANKRATZ
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Dr. George Meunch, protessor of psychology, seems to offer the only outlet
for student problems outside of student government.
He is the adviser to the Student Grievance
Board (SGB), which reviews complain % students have about unfair grading or possible
law suits against the college.
The board has not been active recently.
Students seem to be apathetic here also,
either because they are complacent, as
Senior Representative Bob Gottschalk would
say, or because they are not aware that the
board exists, or they settle the matter by
themselves if it does not directly involve the
academic community.

Political scientists have noted the same
problem in U.S. government. Legislators
often have a hard time knowing what their
constituency wants, and deals with his people mostly through letters which are an ineffective "pseudo-lobbying device."
The United States Supreme Court has also
dealt with the same problem, i.e. the historic
decision demanding one-man-one -vote, Reynolds vs. Sims.
City Council Bothered
At San Jose city council, the local level of
government is bothered with the same problems as student council.
Few citizens appear at meetings, and do
attend only when they have an immediate
problem to deal with in the first place.
To many legislators at all levels of government, the problem of public apathy is bothersome. They don’t seem to realize why the
public does not understand that a representative form of government is the best
form of democracy in the world.

Ironically, Vic Lee was never available for
comment on these problems, although he has
mentioned it during several council meetings.
After repeated attempts to see him, after
several interview appointments, and after
constant waiting to talk with him Lee never
was able to take time out to address himself to this important problem.
But Perry Kneisel, newly appointed senior
representative, had some additional comments to make: On freshman offielt hours,
he says "that is fine for freshman, but. when
you represent seniors you represent varying
age groups. Some people are taking six units
a semester and won’t graduate for seven
years while others hurry through in three or
four years."
He says this makes it much harder to
feel what the seniors’ problems are and what
they most often talk about.
"But a representative should be elected
on his own interests," he says, "because
when you work with something or some issue
that interests you more than others, you

tend to do
But, he
your own
expense of

a better job with it."
notes, you should not represent
interests on any council at the
the students.
Not Students’ Vote

However, "councilmen now vote only how
they personally want to vote since they don’t
know what the students want," he says.
He says violence encourages students to
act, and that he votes only on the apparent
issues, whether obvious since they affect the
whole student body or because a person
brings an issue to his attention.
Earl Hansen, who lout the recent ASB
presidential race to Vic Lee, says he tries to
close the gap by "making announcements
about student government developments in
front of some of my classes.
"I also campaigned that representatives
should have tables for information and complaints located on Seventh Street. I also
tried to put myself in various students’ shoes
to view their problems as they see them."

He says he commends the freshman office
program, but asks why student council members can’t hand out questionnahes like state
officials concerning various problems.
"There is not a concerted effort on part of
student government to see what students
are thinking." he stresses.
He also says the best way to get background is to use blanket surveys instead of
opinion polls that in any case only reflect
views on one "isolated issue."
"Representatives should be paid," he says,
"to make them more responsible to their
office and their job. That way they would
be forced in a polite way to be more effective governmental spokesmen."
Because of a lack of communication, "student government is not respected on this
campus," he says.
This is a realistic viewpoint and has to be
faced. Not merely faced, but dealt with effectively before "it’s too late." But because
of time, space, and apathy, this communications gap exists as a two-way force.
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"Those matters which can affect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
KEN BRYANT

Editor

KEN BECKER

Adi’ertising Mgr.

Staff Editorial

How Found Guilty?
The ASB Judiciary may have won
its day in court over the right to try
Dow Chemical protesters. but this may
be the last day in court for cases involving campus discipline for a long
time.
At an emergency session last weekend following disturbances at San
Francisco State College, the State College Board of Trustees ruled that students and faculty found guilty of disrupting a state college campus through
violence or threats of violence will be
automatically suspended or expelled
from school.
The key phrase in this statement, of
course, is "found guilty," for the board
of trustees obviously has no intention
of allowing a student judiciary to try
persons accused of disrupting campus
activities.
In fact, rather than leave this kind
of decision to a college president or administration, the board. in effect, has
said what Gov. Ronald Reagan said
Saturday, "I can’t see any extenuating
circumstances with regard to force and
violence on campuses. The time to act
is now."
While the basis for the trustees’ action may be legitimate, so was that for

action by Harry Edwards, and the
United Black Students for Action, and
this clearly shows the possibility of extenuating circumstances on individual
campuses in the state college system.
In repudiating local autonomy for
college presidents and campuses, the
board of trustees, unfortunately, has
put its foot in a very dangerous door
which should not have been opened
in the first place.
Hopefully, the trustees will not decide to open the door any wider.
F.M.

The Draft: Antithesis of American Dream
PART II
By PETER A. MENKIN
Marine Guide Publications
What the draft masks is the channeling
of American society to serve the needs of
the military. The purpose of the draft is
to further strengthen the military’s hand
in the affairs of Americans by controlling
the future of the young. All this is done
under the banner of patriotism. Patriotism
is synonymous with militarism. That’s why

’Street Contact Is Best’
Editor:
The Daily’s coverage and discourse on student apathy toward their government demands commentary. Although the fact of the
apathy-state of students toward this institution does reflect poorly on us, I think decrying this behavior or calling for participation
in this newspaper sways few people.
If there is a need for student government
or more effective forms of it, here are a few
sugestions.
Man in the street contact is the best means
of communication, according to common sense
and the representatives who have been attempting it. So why not do everything possible to facilitate this? Would it help to give
the representatives a prominent badge so
they can be visible about campus? And would
it help to subsidize their canvassing and that
of their aids? It would seem to me that their
time and resources are nearly as limited as
those of most students. In this day of mass
media and insidiously sophisticated TV commercials there is no dearth of ideas and means
to effect forceful attention focusing communication.

right down the middle!"

Guest Room

Thrust and Parry
’ASB Gorermnent 3Iust
Communicate Its Vitality’

"Gene McCarthy could split this party

Since students are busy people shoveling
through a several year cram session who consider student government an ineffectual shamgame, a benign puppet show that is not
extremely entertaining, student government’s
task is to communicate both its vitality and
essentialness. Do this or wallow in apathy.
Jay R. Carter II, A8464

’.lust Look at Reasons
For Class Disturbances’
Editor:
I would like to parry Mr. Larry Nixon’s
statement in Thursday’s Spartan Daily.
If we are to punish those who disturb
classes, then let’s start with all those construction workers, airplane pilots, etc., etc.
It should be obvious to the most casual
observer that a basic fallacy in Mr. Nixon’s
suggestion was his oversight of the reasons
behind the class disturbances.
If someone had asked the ROTC band to
refrain from disturbing classes, it most likely
would have. But, on the other hand, if someone had asked the ALF members to refrain
from disturbing ROTC drills, would they have
complied?
Ron RIchbourg, A26I7

HERE SHE IS . . .
SANDY GERMAINE
SAN JOSE STATE
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE FOR

all the military groups are patriotic and
the patriotic groups support militarism.
As the Marshall Commission, in their
report to the President on the Selective
Service, "dimly perceive" about the attitudes of the young men who must serve,
(Those that do not want to for reasons
which are political, moral, or religious.)
such attitudes cannot be tolerated.
In their words they said that:
"The majority felt that a legal recognition of selective pacifism could be disruptive to the morale and effectiveness of
the armed forces. A determination of the
justness or unjustness of any war could
only be made within the context of that
war itself. Forcing upon the -individual
the necessity of making that distinction
which would be the practical effect of
taking away the Government’s obligation
of making it for him
could put a burden
heretofore unknown on the man lit tusiform and even on the brink of combat,
with results that could be disastrous to
bins, to his unit and to the entire military
tradition."
In other words, there are those who
don’t want to fight in certain wars, i.e.,
the Vietnam conflict. If they are given a
voluntary choice then there would be no
one to do the fighting. We can’t give them
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that choice. We will make the choice for
them. What happened to the Nueremburg
laws?
A nation needs an armed forces, but
this nation has created a situation where
the tail is wagging the dog.
The internal strife the war its Vietnam
has caused is growing irt proportion to
the commitment of man and inottey. This
war in Vietnam is causing the nation to
move further and further in the direction
of a warfare state, forcing domestic difficulties into the distant background. We
seem to want to punish and discipline
rather than solve. We treat domestic Byrntoms rather than causes.
As the nation decides what its goals are,
what its aims are: as it decides what to do
with the lives of its young, how they
should live their lives, the young react.
Their reaction is a reflection of their belief in and respect for personal liberty,
democratic consent, free choice and freedom of action. They are opposed to inv obituary servitude. They don’t want Big
Brother telling them what to do with their
lives.
The purpose of the Selective Service
System, in its capacity of channeling
human beings into certain areas, is, to
many, the height of horror. The draft’s
purpose of making the young more effective raises the question "Effective for
IA hat?" Effective as killers in the armed
forces; napalming; or in supporting the
as arfare mentality, economic system and
a dues?
Young people reject the negative goals
and valises of destruction, repression and
death. They embrace the goals and positive
values of construction, honesty and life.
They do not want to be turned into weapons. They are human beings. The Seleclive Service System is the antithesis of the
American Dream.

By GRADY ROBERTSON
ASB Associate Justice
In Monday’s Daily, Norman Gunderson
(Dean, Div ision of Engineering) asked
" . . . as lore were the inquisitive intelligent, and concerned students." He wanted
to know where they were, because they
had failed to show up at a conference on
"The Next Twenty Years" in Santa Clara
County and a National Electric Auto
Symposium.
He asked if it was of "
. no concern
to the activist generation that the Bay
Area . . . may be devastated because of
overcrowding, pollution, and racial strife."
(I’m reasonably certain, just down-right
positive, that Mr. Gunderson didn’t mean
to include "racial strife" in his charges of
unconcern against my generation.) Apparently Mr. Gunderson is not "tuned-in"
to what’s happening around him.
While regional pollution and overcrowding are problems for concern, 40 is
the huge problem of the moral pollution
of a society. And this seems to be what
most "activists" are concerned with today.
It’s difficult to understand how so many
people in this society can fail to understand that polluted water is and can only
be a secondary problem to polluted human
beings. A human being who has lost his
humanness probably would not suffer too
much from a little overcrowding, for he
has become little more than a piece of
grass that can bend without breaking
and that seems to be the problem.
There are certain, and very obvious,
problems that must be overcome before
the future welfare of this society can be
reasonably assured. People must learn respect for one another and enable themselves to live with each other. If they fail
to do this, it really won’t make any difference how dirty the water is nor how
many little feet pitter-patter around on
top of the earth.
Perhaps Mr. Gunderson ought to look
to the cause of the pollution and overcrowding. Water doesn’t pollute itself. Obviously, unless the cause is corrected, the
result will continue occurring, in some
form or another, and it makes very little
difference how much effort is put to altering the result.
My generation is not, perhaps, doing all
it could or should to correct its society.
In fact, only a minority are really concerned.
But Mr. Gunderson’s generation and
preceding generations created mine. The
unconcern of his and past generations
spawned the unconcern of mine. The
world. the society my gemration faces was
nsolded by past generations and aided and
abetted by his. And now lie speaks out
against his creation.
Perhaps it is appropriate to suggest that
Mr. Gunderson and friends work on the
important problems he mentioned. Maybe
they can come up with a solution or two,
such that could apply after the respective
causes are at least altered.
Leave the hard work for those who refuse to take no for an answer. His generation has already said yes.
And, you know, it’s rather sad and
ironic, but the satne charges made by Mr.
Gunderson will he made against my generation by future Gundersons. But we are
going to give it all one hell of a run for all
the money and prizes in this almost-polluted world.

SAN LEANDRO CAREER DAY

RED RAM

San Leandro High School Gymnasium

PRESENTS

Wednesday, December 27, 1967
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

1st Annual
Christmas
Party

What’s your cup of vocational tea (or coffee)? Industry, Bank-

ing, Retail Sales? Regardless of your career objectives, there’s
a good chance that you will find a position compatible with
your needs at the San Leandro Students Career Day. Here is
your opportunity to discuss employment opportunities with
representatives of over 20 leading San Leandro companies.
necessary
Come in and look us over no appointment
and the coffee’s on us. Representatives from the following
companies will be on kind to help answer your questions concerning your future career:

UNITED
AIR
LINES
Last summer Sandy had a wonderful time flying the friendly skies as a stewardess
and she’d love to tell you all about the experience.
If you would like to find out about stewardessing with the world’s largest airline,
come and talk to Sandy
MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY, BETWEEN 3:10 AND 4:30 P.M.
IN ROOM 422
AT MAC QUARRIE HALL

YOU TOO MAY FLY THE FRIENDLY SKIES OF

Rani of America
Bank of California
Blakernore Equip.
(WA8C0)

Continental Can
Daily Review
Fairmount Hospital
Freiden Inc.
Boy Scouts of America F. W. Woolworth
Caterpillar Tractor
General Electric
General Foods
City of San Leandro
United
Consolidated Freightways

Mecy’s California
International Harvester
D. W. Nicholson
J. C. Penney Co.
San Leandro Hospital
Simmons Company
California Bank

WED., DEC. 13th
9-12 P.M.
DON’T MISS THIS GALA AFFAIR
I EATIIRING

SURPRISES FOR EVERYONE
55 OUNCE PITCHERS

$1.25

IN PERSON . . . SANTA CLAUS!

Sponsorird by

UNITED

=IP’

SAN LEANDRO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
858 E. 14th Street, San Leandro, Calif.

RED RAM

444 E. WILLIAM

1

Spartan Gym at 8
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Touring ’Athletes’ Test Cagers Spartababes
By DENNIS AUSTINE
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Sparta’s cage team has sprinted
out of a fine early season record
of 4-1, but with the exception of
Arizona State, the wins have come
over sub-par teams.
But the caliber of the opposition
will improve sharply in SJS’ next
four games, starting tonight when
the Spartans battle the touring
Athletes in Action squad in Spartan Gym at 8
The Spartans then go on their
toughest road trip of the season,
meeting Oregon State Saturday
night at Corvallis, Utah Monday
in Salt Lake City, and Utah State

Tuesday in Logan, Utah.
Tonight’s contest features several former college stars, including Michigan’s Larry Tregoning
and USC’s Bill Westphal. The team
Is sponsored by World Athletes In
Action, a division of Campus Crusade for Christ International, and
will be playing college clubs
throughout the U.S. this year.
They downed Seattle Pacific
Monday night, 96-90, but dropped
three games last week. Oregon
State edged them 69-65, Utah won
97-89, and Wichita State trounced
103-76.
Spartan Coach Danny Glines
feels that his club has played im-
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Ladies Neck Trim
$1.00
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
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Look Your Holiday Best
With A Stylish Set From Sallies

Shampoo/Set
Style Cuts
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52 S. 4th

GRAPHIC STORY
MAGAZINE

294-4086

HUBB SJS Poloists Rank
BARBER Fourth in Nation
SHOP

is an entertaining, experimental
40 page magazine that raises the
standards of the comic strip to
new levels of awareness; the
comic strip finally gives way to
the GRAPHIC STORY. Lots of
art, 4 color covers, interior color,
and interesting articles: 75c a
copy. A magazine we hope you
will want to see. On display at
JIM GARDNER’S BOOTH on 7th
Street by the cafeteria, 1230 to
3:30 Mon., Wed., and Fri. this
week. Come on by!

Razor cuts &
Hairstyling
Open Mon. through Sat.

9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Located next to
Roberts book store

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
Special

3.50
2.50

$1

Student Rental Rates

Three months rental applies to purchase price of any
machine if you decide to buy.
We also rent elecirics, portable and standard.

3 months
manual

Established 1900

293-6383

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
PORSCHE. MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.

GARAGE
EUROPA
850 LINCOLN AVENUE

San Jose’s State Collefe water
polo champions jumped one spot
in the national rankings this year,
but still remain the fourth best
in the nation.
The Spartans will go down in
the record books ranked third behind undefeated No. 1 ranked
UCLA, and California and Stanford, who tied for second place.
U.C. Irvine copped fourth, followed by Long Beach State, USC,
U.C. Santa Barbara, San Diego
State, Cal Poly at Ponoma and Indiana University.
"This is the closest the rankings have been in a long tim,"
commented Spartan mentor Lee
Walton. "Any one team could
knock off the other in a given
game."

295-9082

Collections

.1114100.1

SAN JOSE STATE CHARTER FLIGHT

FIT&i
Eu RE
$319

SUMMER ’68

DEPARTURE: JUNE 23
RETURN: SEPT. 11

INCLUDES:
Non

Stop

portation
Round

Jet
San

Powered

Trans-

Francisco -London

Trip.

Additional Group flights to
-----1
Lisbon, London, Amsterdam

Contact
Berbera Kyne
294-2/16 after S p.m.
Group Leader 385 S.

8th San Jose

DARNELL HILLMAN
... top rebounder

El Rancho Drive In
Now Playing
BAREFOOT IN THE PARK
and
WATER HOLE NO. 3
Alma and Almaden
294-2041

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. Ara Fri. 7 e.m.-3
294-6535
San Jose

CIGS
Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars
2 Rolls Toilet Paper

Sc
10c

1 Roll Jumbo Towels

19c

1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

Sc

Aiax Cleanser

Sc

Crest large size

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

The Fisherman’s
Sweater

TUESDAY-SUNDAY In Hand knit. 100% \\ 001
11 A.M.-9 P.M.
ONLY $16.00
Olerovvg, cLos Gatos
50clkivars’ity6Averipe

Med students prescribe PSA

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
-^,sr

-144b.
your

’-,

GIFT
4

South 10th & E. William

South
10th
Street

E. William

headquarters

The place to go!

We wish
you all ...
MERRY
CHRISTMAS!

PRESCRIPTIONS

Fly south for only $11.43 From San lose air-

port

to Los Angeles, Electra Jets $11.43, 727 Fan Jets
$13.50. San Diego $17.78 and $19.85. Phone your
campus rep or PSA, San Jose 286-4720, or travel agent.

Make Christmas
Reservations Now
ilaCstp.

PACIFIC SOUIIY4a5 AIRLINZS

Skis, bindings 8 poles combo
Reg. 47.98. 23 -pc. laminated hardwood skis, interlocking steel edges,
release bindings, Swedish steel
poles, one-year breakage war39.99
ranty,
Intermediate two -pc. package
Reg. $92. Epoxy fiberglass skis.
Peter Kennedy anodized aluminum
poles, I-yr. warranty. Your choice
of binding: step-in, 19.99, cable,
69.99
9.99; package,
Five-buckle Italian ski boot
Reg. 34.98. For fitting ease, our
black pebble grain leather, now
cuff hinged
back, men’s &
women’s,
29.99
La Dolomite buckle boots
Reg. 49.99 Top Quality! Features
five spring buckles from Italy’s top
boot maker. Men’s and women s
sizes,
39.19
Mt. Piety Winter Shop.
Valley Fair, lower level,
olio Monterey and Stanford

Puritan Oil Co.
4.11 & WIlliam
MI, & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Jolley

292-6778
396 SOUTH FIRST ST.
SIDNEY POITIER
WITH LOVE"
"TO SIR,
plus
"WHO’S MINDING
THE MINT?"
DISCOUNT WITH.AS8 CARD

A COOL
WEATHER
SPECIAL!

‘Up8tails

THE SKI SALE
YOU’VE ALL BEEN
WAITING FOR!
10c

40 Bassett St.

h

PALL SPORTS
There will be a team captains
and officials meeting for The annual pre-season basketball tournament today at 3:30 p.m. in MG.
201.
The tournament will begin
Wednesday, Jan. 3.
Swimming entries are due Friday, Jan. 5.

BAHAil FIRESIDES
Monday: 15101 National Ave. Los Gatos 8 P.M.
Tuesday: 1050 South Twelfth =7A S.J. 8 P.M.
Wednesday: 15101 National Ave. Los Gatos 7:30 P.M.
Thursday: 881 Daffodil Drive S.J. 8 P.M.
Friday: 232 South Tenth =2 S.J. 8 P.M.
Saturday: 2576 Suisun Ave. S.J. 8 P.M.
Sunday: 1028 Mallott Drive S.J. 8 P.M.
Phone: 248-5081
All WelcomeRefreshments--No

A hot -shooting City College of
The Rams hit around 60 per
San Francisco basketball team out - cent of their shots and got excelrebounded the Spartababes Mon- lent scoring from their guards.
day night and handed them their
"City College played vety well,"
first defeat of the season, 71-68. said coach Stan Morrison, "but our
kids were tired due to poor scheduleing on my part. That was our
fourth game in six days."
Darnell Hillman was the Sparta.
babe’s outstanding player, getting
17 points and 18 rebounds.
"We got good scoring from our
guards too." Morrison said. Dave
Ttiano got 11, Steve Mortara 10,
and Chris Guenther nine.
The Spartababes, who are now
6-1, travel to Monterey tonight to
take on Monterey Peninsula Junior College.
"Monterey will be tough because
ihey are very tall," Morrison said.
-Tony Laolo is 6-7,4, Dirk Harris
is 6-6, Jerry Vaugh is 6-4",i, Sal
C;irdinale is 6-2’/S, and Terry
chandler is 6-2.

STUDIO

DO THIS NOW!

Intramurals i

can jo4e Typewpitep Co.
24 South Second

proved defense in the last three
games and that several players
may have come of age during this
period to give SJS more depth.
Sophomore Bernie Veasey added
surprising scoring punch in coming
off the bench against Nevada and
Cal State. He scored in double figures in all three games, totaling
39.
Glines is also pleased with the
play of sophomore Steve McKean.
"He has really improved on defense and his shooting will get
better with time," Glines said.
McKean is the Spartans runnerup
in scoring with a 10.4 average.
Another sophomore, 6-10 forward Coby Dietrick was being
counted on by Glines to carry the
brunt of SJS’ scoring, and with his
performances in the last three
games he is a disappointment to
no one.
Diet rick averaged 25.6 for the
last three contests and grabbed
39 rebounds to lead the Spartans
in both categories.
Glines is hopeful for a little more
scoring from his three senior
starters center Jim Meyer, forward Don McConnell and guard
Robin Durand.
"If these three can get untracked and shoot with consistency on
the road, it will help," he said.
McKean and Dietrick will be
Gline’s other starters.
The game will be aired over
KSJS-FM (90.7) at 7:50 with Hal
Ramey at the mike.

Hoping
To Rebound Tonight

OVER 21?
NEED $5?

Macys

Your Campus Rep.
Bob Dourgarlan
298-5592

San

Jose’s

NOW TWICE AS BIG!

ALL YOU CAN EAT

Come see our expansion!

Spartaguide

MORE BOOKS

$1
MONDAT-THURSDAY

MORE CARDS

OPEN 6 A.M.-I I P.M.

MORE EVERYTHING

72 E. Santa Clara

BOOKS INC.

/ANGEL O’

4-SPARTAN DA/LT
Wevinessiny, December 13, 1967

Big Bookstore

SPAGHETTI

S

STEAK
HOUSE

TODAY
French Movie, 2:30 p.m., ED142.
"Doueeur du Village."
Society tor Advancement of
Management, 7 p.m., S w e den
House. Nominations meeting.
Cireolu Italian, 2:30 p.m., JC221. Film, "I, Leonardo Da Vinci."
Women Over 29, 1 p.m.. 177
South 10th. Open House.
Yell Leader Tryout Sorkshops.
7 p.m., Men’s Gym.
Amateur Radio Club, 1:30 p.m.,
El 35.
Phraterea, 6:45 p.m., 3C221.
Pledges 6 p.m., election.
Christian Ecumenical Council,
7:30 p.m.. Chapel of Reconcilitiation, 300 South 10th. Christmas
Service.

Town & Country Village
Open Evenings & Sunday

goltannon
-c7o

9

61,1

Reasonable Prices
Ihlieiou- Food
Delightful Atmosphere
Free Parking

292-1233

1401 S. First St.

TOMORROW
Student Initiative, 5 p.m., Newman Center.
Cerele Frimeals, 6:30 p.m., Building N. Ice skating party planned,
sign up on door of 1-A.
Arab-Ameriean Club, 5:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria A. Mr, Joe Louis, on
"What Israel Wants?" and Mr.
Mohamed Assof on "Federation of
South Arabia."
Philosophy Club, 4:30 p.m., 1275
Dry Creek Road.

KKKKKKKK mivett KKK t4: K tC*CC4V14Ekt,C4VCCKY
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I NO OTHER STORE OFFERS1

* SUCH DISCOUNTS

*
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SAVE NOW WITH GREATER

g
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OFF .,::::: MOUNTAIN VIEW I
Inns’,

(.:niAmerkard

;
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;
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7 5%

’
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FAMOUS EUROPEAN BRAND

arwaeous
kir
ULTI-LAMINATED
;
;MEN’S -Reg. $55.00. Sizes 28 to 38.
Lo
;JAM wWOMEN’S- Reg. $49.50. Sizes 8 to 18.
vtL,SCAALE
;
Xtra Short-Shorts-Regular-Longs
ANY OTHERS
RAND
NEWI/
IF
WWE PROM1SEL ..01 TO 1 999 LASTIC
TTOM
WPUBLISH
NAMES TO
IY
VALUES,
WPROTECT FRANCHISE
;DEALERS. YOU’LL
29.50
oWANT SEVERAL PAIRS
’
i

1499

:I

STRETCH PANTS

GIRLS
SIZES
8 TO

5

16

4799

SKI PANTS

Reg. 10.95

THIS GROUP
FORMERLY
USED FOR
RENTAL

1

14.991

ONE SMALL GROUP
ol,.
FRENCH IMPORTS
LIMITED SIZES. Reg 59.50 2 999.’1
rt

1
A

6.00

2.,

BOYS’ & GIRLS’ FAMOUS MAKE

ol

iler-Jrriranarviraer i
NEWEST FINEST CONSTRUCTION. OUT PERFORMS METAL SKIS EVERY
WAY. MADE
4999
AMOUS BY
AHAMA
leg. 104.50

FAMOUS BRAND
Lace Boots
Values to 49.50..

E MADE A TERRIFIC BUY
ON THESE SUPERB METAL
KIS. WE HAVE A FULL
an ANGE OF SIZES. BUT SUPan, THERMAL
77 PLY LIMITED
77 UNDER
HURRY!
I
1
Tops or lot
eg. 109.50

A 99

49

A
A
sir

TO

NYLON SHELL "WM Req.

YOUNG MEN’S C 99
28 8 29 WAIST.)

! WEAR

:

991a

BUCKLE BOO1S1

......,4 1

/Mr

SKI BOOT
599to

;TURTLE
;NECK
V T-SHIRTS
5.
V

SKI PARKAS

AMERiCAN
AIADE BY
FRANCONIA
ALSO FASIoUS
NAME WE CANNOT MENTION.
Large Vanes,

PARKAS 299 ii

WOMEN’S
NON-STRETCHL

99

SAVINGS iA

A
FAMOUS BRAND-AMER. 8 FRENCH 4
A
11

. SKI PANTS SK

?
94,1

44

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 5

.

;
g
O
;

1;..

SW. -9-10-6 1

AY - AW AY NOW’41
GET BEST SELECTION UNBELIEVABLE

f,

?
VS
;

1199 EL (AMINO ’Mr i

’ -11. 9 EVERY NITE

1

w
; L

r13=

MADE IN FRA CE
Men’s and Women’s
DOUBLE BOOTS
SIZES 5 to 13
risci=rn""
SWISS & AUSTRIAN
UP
FAMOUS BRANDSWhen New Wen Priced 59.50 to 69.50
THIS GROUP FORMERLY USED FOR
RENTALS - NEARLY NEW CONDITION
SWEATERS
FAMOUS
MAKES

99 :’
to 1,1:

- WE TRADE-RENT-BUY Hand Guns-MI Types
.. _from 13.99
GUNS
GUN CASES __from 1.99
BOY -SELL -TRADE -RENT GUNS and

COLLECTORS PARADISE

WE

GUN RACKS
SHOTGUNS
22 RIFLES

..

OOR SAMPLES
WHITE STA BAGS ’

TENTS
11,111800 1*
C111 Mn
CAMP
I-MAMI
Tar.

PRO

from 2.99
29.99
16.99

AM
SAVE NOW WITH GREATER

CAMPING GEAR
’/2 OFF DOWNBAGS
50% OFF!

SThRUNG
aorratiC
100%

3 lb. - 36"x80"
4 lb. - 40"x80"
6 lb. - 42"x84"

SPECIAL BM PACKERS
:Ls HUM BA6 ’,13,

Standard
Or

King Size

BASEBAU
GLOVES

1/2

Off

2-11. SKIER
..XNTT , in
or McKOLEY 11":OV’

999 Allin
I
441’
DOW

Are you always among the last
few to finish a foot race? Do your
feet constantly bother you? These
and other problems may all stem
the size of your
big toe in relation to the second
from one thing toe.
Doth that sound complicated?
Well, Dr. G. Victor Morejohn, associate professor of biology, is
conducting a survey of relative toe
sizes and he needs your help.
The survey is part of a human
inheritance study to determine
why you have the length of toe
that you do.
Dr. Morejohn has divided toe
lengths into five types: type A,
first toe 1/3 longer than second
toe; type B, first toe slightly
longer than second toe; type C,
first toe equal to length of second
toe; type D, first toe slightly
shorter than second toe; type E.
first toe 1/4 to 1/3 shoiter than
second toe.
And what does all this have to

SALE

COMPUTE SET REG. 119.50

LEZTJACCIP/SEII SONS

16 WATER SKIS 9"

fts",1.9111tatriktIVIVIVNetfiL
co/

a

Holiday Season Special
$7.77

Mini-Perm
-44ke
N.

tok,

$9.99

Frosting Special

Haircut Special

SPECIAL

STEAK $1 99
tUMult
DINNER

NOW $1.50
NOW $2

Shampoo & Set Special
Offer Good Until Dec 23, 1967

Golden Touch Beauty Salon

interlude

3rd A SANTA CLAYS

Reg. $3
Reg. $4

29 E. Santa Clara 295-5535

SAN 10SF

The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
FOR SALE 131
accept advertising from advertisers who
practice discrimination on the basis of
MIRROR ierr - i 8
RUSSIAN
500MM
rum color, creed or ne;onai origin.
T mount fits most 35mm. Lxr. cond.
294-6019.
Wilkerson.
Mark
$130.
11
AN
YASHICA 35MM camera. Electric eye,
case, flash, 4.5cm lens, 0.8. 1-1/1000
POETRY WANTED FOR Anthology. In- shutter. 227-6164. $50.
clude stamped envelope, Idlewild Pub- HART METAL SKIS, 200cm w/boots.
lishing Company, 543 Frederick, San (Men’s size 9), bindings & poles. 2 pr.
Francisco.
stretch pants, short, 33-34 waist. $75.
NEW PRICE!!! SPARTA EUROPE ’68 All to. cond. 356-7339.
$319. June 23 -Sept. I I. Non-stop S.F.- AUSTRIAN SKI BOOTS, like new, dbl.
London round trip. Call Barbara ’Kyne, boot const, with laces. Size 51/2-6 N.
group leader. 294-2916 after 5 p.m.
$35. Call after 6 per. 287-139G. Sid or
JEWISH STUDENTS: PARENTS mem- Cherry Johnson,
to
Emanuel?
Care
Temple
of
SJ’s
bers
SKINDIVERSH
have the Synagogue speak out on rele- Prof. underwater 35mm camera, strobe,
vant moral issues such as poverty, civil clarifying lens. Call 298-3899.
rights, Vietnam war, the draft, the right NEED A RAINCOAT for your car?
to dissent, napalm? Call 244-9841.
Polyethyleen cut to order for many uses.
ENGLISH FISH & CHIPS
Come to 79 S. 5th St.
REGULAR $1 ORDER now 50c during PORTABLE TYPEWRITER-Royal Safari.
month of December at Farrell’s English Still has warranty. $70. 292-0243. Ask
Fish & Chip Shop. S. 11th & San Carlos. for John Quinn.
Open 4-10 p.m. daily.
EASTER WEEK HAWAII-9 DAYS
HELP WANTED 141
APR. 6-14. $259 includes PanAm jet,
meals B, champagne en route. Waikiki
GIRLS-GIRLS
hotel. Lei greeting, transfers and sightTELEPHONE SALES
seeing. Call Barbara Kyne at 294-2916
PART TIME after school. No exp. nee.
after 5, or 293-1033.
just a pleasant voice. Hourly wage +
MUSICIANS NEEDED: TO start up bonus. SJ Jr. Chamber of Commerce
groovy Rock Band Music. Contact Frank. Promotion. Apply Consumers Sampler
Markham Hall. Rm. 3218. 29441019.
Adv. 586 N. lot St. rm. 226. 292-2422.
NEW PRICEII!
X-MAS JOB-2-5 p.m. M -Sat. Pickup Si
SPARTA EUROPE ’68 $319
deliver for photo co. 286-8732 after
June 23 -Sept. I I. Nonstop SF -London 5 P.m.
round trip. Call Barbara Kyne, group
SALESMAN WHO CAN work in college
leader. 294-2916 after S p.m.
mkt., troin and sell while in school at
MERRY CHRISTMAS
$150 to $200 per week with 75 yr. old
Glynn
respectable life ins. cc. Must be agFalcon
gressive. Phone 378-4177.
GEORGE ORWELL’S ANIMAL FARM, TRUMPET PLAYER FOR fop bay area
plus Laurel & Hardy will be shown Thurs. recordina group. Experienced in SOUL
1 p.m.. 3:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey & at music. Call Barry at 252-9616.
8:30 p.m. in JCI41.
HOUSING 15)
AUTOMOTIVE 121
ROOM IN MESS’ DORM contact Ronald Johansen. Markham Hall, 294-6019.
’61 BUICK ELECTRA convert. 225. Full
power. Wh/blu interior. Excellent cond. NEED 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES immediately. 2 bdrm. apt. 351 S. 11th St.
1 owner. 1:1775. 292-0238.
#9. 287-6753. $35 each mo.
’67 MG13-GT BRITISH racing green, FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
fiberglass consol - wire wheels - furnished apartment. $47.50/mo.
57 S.
$2600. Weekdays after 5 per. 293-5513. 15th St. #2. 297-4434 after 6 p.m.
METROPOLITAN, ECONOMICAL good
tires, convertible, new interior. Don 2951469 anytime. $200 or best offer.
’66 HONDA 305 Scrambler. Like new
condition. See to appreciate. Many extras. $475. Call 298-4643.

1
2999

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Jr. or
Sr. Contact: Jack 774 S. 9th Apt. #8.
292-6501.
FOR RENT: CABIN, Santa Cruz Mtns.
By week, weekend or day. Call 287-0204.
CONTRACT FOR SALE: Halls of Ivy
Call 286-8495.
GIRL ROOMMATE WANTED for spring
semester at 470 apt. S. 11th St. 29832163.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED immediately. $40/mo. 2 blocks from SJS
385 E. William St. #I8. 295-1471.
NEED 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES to share
2 bdrm. apt. Spring semester. 599 5
(0th St. #34. 293-2882.
APARTMENT FOR RENT 778 S. 10th
Si, From Dec. 15 $120/mo. I bdrm. form
Call 286-7635 after 6 p.m.
I BEDROOM FURNISHED apt, for rent.
Call 293-5760 after 5 p.m. 475 S. 4th
St.
LOST AND FOUND 161
LARGE TAN GERMAN Shepherd lost
in area of 10th & William. REWARD.
298-4083. Dog ans. to Bacchus.
LOST: SNAKESKIN purse end can of
16mm film. Keep $$ and turn in to
security garage, PLEASE. Basil Fattah.
PERSONALS 171
CUSTOM
MADE CONTEMPORARY
wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast
gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-1273.
FREE YOGA CLASS - ALL STUDENTS. 1 month of an intro. to Yoga.
Call 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily: 286-5487.
SERVICES 181
EXQUISITE,
REASONABLE TYPING
done by Miss Carey - call 293-4703
Close to SJS. Mimeo slightly higher
per page.
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast.
Term papers. etc. Call 264-8592.
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. Call
243-6313, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
EXPERT TYPIST - THESIS, term papers,
etc. Phone 258-4335.
TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers. etc.
Experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
MATURE WOMAN desires typing at
home. Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581.

Tuesday & Thursday
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

Send

in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily

Classifieds.

Phone 294.6414, Ext. 2465
FiEl A G(X)17OLMETIMEE1t_NOT.

PATIEW WITH -ri4 5LOWER OTL1G

One day

Three days

Four days

3 linos
4 1141
5 linos
6 1 nes

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.503.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
-ITO
3.50
4.00

Add thls
amount tor
each addl.
Vona! line

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

Announcements (1)
o Automotive (2)
El For Sale (3)

Help Wanted (4)
r1 Housing (5)
0 Lost and Found (8)

VERY

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces tor each Ilne)
Flys days

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
o

To Place
an ad:
Call at

II a.m. to 12 p.m. and

Minimum
Three lines
One day

Two days

$399.50 JET TO AMSTERDAM, June 27.
return Sept. 4. French study course
included at ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
PARIS. German course available too.
Prof. French, 9875 Santa Monica Blvd..
Beverly Hills (213) 274-0729.
NEED RIDER TO Seattle, Wash. area
12-15 or 12-16. Share expenses. Call 9678604. Ask for Dot
EUROPE ’68 $329 round trip jet prop.
LA-London -LA- June 19 -Sept. 9. $379
round trip jet Oak.-Lon-Amst.-Oak. July
12-Aug. 13 Prof. David Mage 1445 Malwood Drive, San Jose 286-8781.
RIDERS TO L.A. area. Leaving 12-15 in
a.m. Back 1-1 or 1-2. Call 253-1567.
NEED RIDE TO Santa Barbara Thurs.
or earl; Friday. Chris 923-9228.
LIGHT PLANE TO LA can take 2-3
passengers. Share part of expenses.
Leaving 12-22 - return 12-26. Contact
Ted 295-5058.
RIDE WANTED TO and from East Coast
(Pa.) for 2 students over Christmas vacation. Call Joan 293-9453,

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

CLASSIFIED RATES

:71

TRANSPORTATION 191

Classified Adv.
Office - J206

.8111Tefq

FOR SALE: ’Al Cornet. $150. Must sell.
Phone 292-8544 after 5 p.m.

’65 YW. MOVING - must sell. $1125.
Excellent condition. Call 245-3724.
’53 CHRYS. 2 dr. tinted glass, radio
dual speakers, hydrovac brakes, new
Atlas Rd. Masters tires, dual bat., 18
volt start. sys., S -W gauges, tech.,
padded dash. Engine 331 hemi, all M/T
equip., alum rods, 11.1 pistons, crank
support, !sky 5058 cam, ad. rockers,
Heads 2’ steel valves, ported polished;
many extras, raw shocks, brakes; valve
springs, starter. gen.. 6-carbs/manifold,
Header flanges, collectors seatbelts,
ready to run, street/strip. $475. 292.
3775. Must see to appreciate.
’67 CHEV. IMPALA, 2-dr. Fact. air, 321
cu. in dual exhaust, tinted glass, power
steering. 259-1419 after 4 p.m.
’63 CHEV. IMPALA convertible, excellent cond. auto trans. power steering,
R/H. $1295. Call 792-3020 after 6 p.m.
’64 F.115 coup V6. Floor stick. R/H. Ex.
cellent condition. $850. Call 867-9215.

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251-2598.
STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHER - Aware
Photography. Absolute artistic quality.
Thom Dunks 287-1795.
TYPING, EXPERIENCED, FAST, neat
work. 21/2 miles from SJS. Thesis, term
papers etc. 298-4104. Mrs. Aslanian.
TYPING EXPERIENCED, dependable,
reasonable prices. Phone 294-1313 right
now!
TYPING, PROMPT, reasonable rates.
Call 264-8630. Avoid the January rush
to complete those term papers.
EXPERT TYPIST - fast, will do all kinds
of typing on electric typewriter. Reasonable rates. 292-3901.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’54 FORD, ’57 engine, A-I condition.
New clutch, generator, tires. etc. $115.
Call 297-9699. Ask for Paul, Tony.

99

Limited Supply
12 WOODS REG.
69.50 W o o d9s. LS et: v 9
99 PRO
CLUBS 7999 Golf 799
9 IRON SDI
Balls IL Doz.
/Rik 118.00
:
-cH0EA:
Eis
99..
BIGS-5.99
i
9.0
5.99 (ARTS KKKKKKKKKK 99199191141431/A999A101M141.044
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that explains exactly what Information he needs. He also has a
chart to show toe types in the
lest of the family and an area for
toe tracings.
For those interested in aiding
research,
information
scientific
can be obtained in room 221 of
the old science building.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

I STARTER SETS -Putter 1
MEN’S
G.IROINSI:4_.99
HAND
LIFTRiG Heli
INCLUDES
Wedges 91
5 IRONS
& Woods

, .,_
LEFT OR RIGHT HAND
8 IRONS & 3 WOODS

do with you? To aid Dr. MoreJohn in his research, he says will
need a large sample of not only
your toe size, but that of as many
members of your family as possible. Dr. Morejohn has some
evidence that leads him to believe
that toe types may be inherited
but to confirm this, he needs a
large sample of family toe types.
To help him with his research,
he has made an information sheet

MI MORRIS, GREAT tires & new battery. New wiring, must sell seat covers
before Dec. 20 $50. 377-3286.
’511 AUSTIN HEALEY, $250. Needs some
work. 244-2015.

AFTER
SKI
BOOTS

PRODSimitEELS 1/2 OFF

GUNS-

By MATT HOES
Spartan Daily Starr Writer

Handel’s MESSIAH
TONIGHT
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
TICKETS ON SALE
$1 Children .50
Music Dept. Office
* Student Affairs Office
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
BOX OFFICE
Open 6 p.m. Dec. 12
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SENO CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CAM TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Plesee ellor 2 dope elks *Has ler of le open.
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